For its third year, Orange Bank is reinventing the banking experience with a new generation of bank cards and a unique offer for families

The new generation Mastercard: new uses, enhanced services, more security, new design.
Developed with Mastercard, the new Orange Bank cards offer innovation focused on new digital uses, accessible from the app: modification of the card’s PIN code at any time, strong authentication of online payments, simplified online purchases with a copy and paste function for the card number. And, as previously: real-time balance, mobile payments with Apple Pay and Google Pay, immediate transfer, blocking / unblocking and activating the card from the app.

The Premium card is enriched with new services including purchase insurance and extended warranties. It also offers access to the Mastercard Travel Rewards (worldwide cashback) and Mastercard Priceless Cities (access to exclusive offers) benefit programmes. And, as previously: free payments and withdrawals anywhere in the world and an exclusive 5% cashback on Orange purchases and invoices.

And so you never lose sight of them, the new Orange Bank cards are recognisable day and night.

The Premium Pack, a new banking experience to help children grow up and reassure parents.
According to the Afterbanking Observatory*, children receive their pocket money mainly in cash: 83% for primary school students with €25 / month on average and 71% for secondary school students with €42 / month on average. And yet they have their first mobile from 10 years old. Based on the observation that 10 to 18-year olds are largely forgotten by digital banking offers, Orange Bank has designed the Premium Pack.

The parent has a Premium card and can create accounts for their children, from 10-years old and up to 5 children. Children are completely autonomous with a card in their name and an app of their own. The parent is able to progressively support their children as they learn to use the service: setting a means of payment, spending caps, notifications and transfers for pocket money.

Children, on the other hand, can create piggy banks to learn how to save money. There is no risk of bad surprises with the balance in real time, no overdraft possibility, the ability to block and unblock the card in case of loss and, of course, there are no fees. As a bonus, children
also benefit from their parent’s Premium advantages - purchasing and travel insurance, Orange purchase cashback and free withdrawals and payments anywhere in the world.

From November 19, the new Standard and Premium cards as well as the Premium Pack will be available for subscription in Orange stores in France and on orangebank.fr at prices of:

- Standard Card: €0 / month if there is at least one payment or withdrawal per month
- Premium card: €4.99 / month for 6 months then €7.99 / month
- Premium Pack: €9.99 / month for 6 months then €12.99 / month

And for current customers, they will receive their new card by the end of January 2021.

"Orange Bank’s value strategy is being deployed with these new offers: ever more innovation and ever closer proximity to Orange, which already supports nearly half of French families."
Paul de Leusse, Chief Executive Officer of Orange Bank.

"To promote the digitalisation of banking for the youngest, we are revolutionising the mobile banking experience with an offer truly designed for the family. Our ambition is to make Orange Bank the bank for the whole family."
Stéphane Vallois, Deputy Chief Executive Officer, Orange Bank.

*Source: After Banking, Opinionway 2020 study

For more information, find the Press Kit here (in French only):
https://www.orangebank.fr/actualite-presse

About Orange
Orange is one of the world’s leading telecommunications operators with sales of 42 billion euros in 2019 and 143,000 employees worldwide at 30 September 2020, including 83,000 employees in France. The Group has a total customer base of 257 million customers worldwide at 30 September 2020, including 212 million mobile customers and 21 million fixed broadband customers. The Group is present in 26 countries. Orange is also a leading provider of global IT and telecommunication services to multinational companies, under the brand Orange Business Services. In December 2019, the Group presented its new “Engage 2025” strategic plan, which, guided by social and environmental accountability, aims to reinvent its operator model. While accelerating in growth areas and placing data and AI at the heart of its innovation model, the Group will be an attractive and responsible employer, adapted to emerging professions.

Orange is listed on Euronext Paris (symbol ORA) and on the New York Stock Exchange (symbol ORAN). For more information on the internet and on your mobile: www.orange.com, www.orange-business.com or to follow us on Twitter: @orangegrouppr.
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